WEBSITE DEVELOPER

- Short Term 2-3 weeks
- $20-25 per hour
- Opportunities for continuing employment after initial build

Home Team Promotions is a sports promotional company that produces poster schedules, spirit wear, cash donations and other perks for sports programs from youth to college and professional. Currently in over 20 states, Home Team Promotions is expanding into ecommerce shops that will be specifically tailored and customized to each team or organization using the same template.

JOB DESCRIPTION

Home Team Promotions is looking for a short-term web developer to contract to build the initial template of which hundreds or thousands of stores will be based. The initial website does not need full functionality in the design phase.

The team member that is a right fit for this job will have an extensive knowledge of website platforms with the ability to have a template that can operate at an enterprise level. The team member will be provided with the plugins, software, or other tools necessary to build the template to the high standards of a large commerce site. End-user simplicity and visual design are of high importance while also integrating all processes necessary for an ecommerce shop.

HOW TO APPLY

Applications can be made online at https://hometeampromotions.com/join-our-team, by email to dan@hometeampromotions.com, or by calling 330-620-0338.